Tokyo Firefighters in Hot Water
Key Vocabulary

CD 1-18

• I filled the pan with oil and then I turned on and lit the gas to heat the oil.
• The oil caught fire, and the fire quickly spread to the whole building.
• A firefighter noticed the smoke and put out the fire with a fire
extinguisher.
• The paramedics work in shifts. The night shift begins at 9:00 p.m. and
finishes at 7:00 a.m.
• The restaurant is in hot water because it ignored fire regulations.
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First Challenge
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Listen to the news story and choose the three correct headlines.
1. (A) Large fire in downtown Tokyo, 2 die
(B) Firefighters put out factory fire
(C) Firefighters embarrassed by local fire
2. (A) Stationery shop burns down in Iidabashi
(B) Owner’s mistake causes shop fire
(C) Shop fire spreads to factory
3. (A) Paramedic is local hero
(B) Owner puts out fire with bath water
(C) Firefighters rescue shop owner from flames

2

Second Challenge

Listen to the news story again and answer the questions.

1. What did Mrs. Goto do at 6:25?
A
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B

2. What happened next?
A

B

Over to Our Reporter 9

5

3. Where was the nearest fire station?
A

4. Who put out the fire?

B

A

5. How badly was the building
damaged?
A

A

Third Challenge

B

paramedic

6. Where were the firefighters at
6:30?

B

3

firefighter

at training ground

B

in fire station
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Listen to the summary sentences and fill in the missing words.
And now here’s a summary of today’s top story.
1. Yesterday a Tokyo (
) became the hero of the day when he
(
)(
) a fire in a local stationery shop with a fire
(
).
2. The shop (
(
3. The bath (
(

), Mrs. Goto, started talking to a (
) that she was (

) and

) a bath.

) fire and (

)(

) pouring out of the

).

4. Although there was a fire station (
)(
(
) did not put out the fire.

) the (

), the

5. It seems that the firefighters on the night (
) were too busy getting
their (
)(
) to (
) the smoke.
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